
Jewelry for the Estate of Kathryn Leidy

1 3 Miniature frames including 2 silver and 1 carved wood 28 Grouping of butterfly and bird wing accessorized jewelry

2 Grouping of lingerie pins and 1 buckle, some gold included 29 Grouping of various vintage jewelry including pins, buckles, 

buttons, etc.

3 Grouping of gold or gold-filled top straight pins 30 Grouping of 9 pcs of sterling jewelry including some 

Southwestern and Mexican, some with turquoise

4 4 Wrist watches including a lady's 14K wg case Swiss watch; 

Bulova; Nelson; and Turler 

31 Very large sterling brooch/ pendant by Cini, with a Cini box

5 Grouping of four vintage necklaces 32 Wooden charm bracelet

6 Pale green jade beaded necklace with jade dragon termination 33 Pair of Lily of the Valley motif shoe buckles

7 8 silver bangle bracelets, many sterling 34 Pair of tortoise shell earrings

8 Bold rhinestone bracelet and brooch 35 Beaded choker

9 2 Southwestern cuff bracelets, one with turquoise 36 Beaded Alaskan necklace along with beaded turtle

10 Southwestern turquoise jewelry grouping including 2 matching 

sterling bracelets with 2 pair matching earrings

37 2 Gold baby rings in boxes

11 2 Silver and turquoise rings 38 Ladies American Waltham open face pocket watch with 14K yg 

case, dated 1902

12 Choice of 3 sterling silver pin sets including orchids, Christmas 

bells, or grape motifs

39 14K yg floral pin with pearl center, 3.2 dwt

13 Assembled Mexican set of silver and sterling including a 

necklace, bracelet, 2 pins, earrings, and a ring

40 Filigree bar pin, 14K wg & yg, with small diamond center, 2.7 

dwt

14 3 Ornate silver necklaces 41 Three gold rings, 14K and 18K, 8.7 dwt

15 2 bracelets created from coins 42 Gold lot including 2 rings and heart brooch, all unmarked, 4.0 

dwt

16 Mexican sterling and green stone necklace marked ANR, 

IGUALA

43 Three 10K yellow gold rings including 1928 and 1930 school 

rings, 8.6 dwt

17 Bold Danecraft sterling bracelet 44 Three 10K pins, 5.1 dwt

18 Sterling bracelet by Cini 45 Grouping of vintage jewelry including jade broch, Scotty dog 

brooch, micro-mosaic pin, earrings, etc.

19 3 Sterling pins including a Capricorn mythical creature, 

Mexican flower with abalone, and a circular Mexican pin 

marked CUERNAUVACA with a #17 eagle

46 Grouping of gold and other lodge and commemorative pins, 

also includes Women's 1883 Special Aid metal

20 7 pair of Mexican and Southwestern earrings 47 Large tray lot of beaded jewelry

21 Grouping of misc. sterling including brooches, rings, earrings, 

etc. 

48 Large bag of beads

22 Large Silver buckle type brooch with 2 amber glass stones 49 Large bag of costume jewelry

23 3 pair shoe buckles and one extra 50 Bag of French jet and other black beads

24 Specs and a lacquered decorated case 51 Bag of vintage chrystal beaded necklaces

25 New Zealand nephrite pin in original box along with 2 jade 

rings

52 Grouping of small Apothecary weights

26 Grouping of early jewelry including banded agate long drop, 

along with a grouping of vulcanite earrings and parts 

53 Bag of costume jewelry

27 Grouping of vintage jewelry including pins, earrings, buckles, 

etc. 

54 Bag of Carved bone jewelry including two beaded necklaces, 

ring and pair of earrings

55 Bag of costume jewelry

56 Bag of costume jewelry


